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Paradox o~ the Somber Mountaineer 

I got so good I could track it 

over stone, surprised to find myself 

still following the trail 

by moonlight, by starlight, 

over sand and ash and ice. 

I could tell how far ahead of me 

it was in the cold mud 

by how much water had seeped 

into the tracks, tracks so fresh 

and sharp they could've been fossils, 

could've been flowers cupping rain. 

I could tell how close I was 

by how much the wind had blurred, 

or the melting snow dissolved them. 

And comparing my own weight, 

the depth of my own tracks, 

I knew when it grew heavy 

and weary, weak and thin. 

And by the length of its stride, 

I knew as if listening to a heartbeat 

where desperation quickened its pace 

or where it dragged itself, senseless, 

where it staggered and spun 

in the morning light, finding 

the trail looped back, knotted, 

snagged and unravelled 

again and again, smudged lines 

-1 the brilliant grass 

..;.ke something written with an eraser. 
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How close I was to it-1 saw 

where it brushed the dew off 

saplings when it slipped back into 

the woods-so close I thought there 

was nothing more to know about loss. 

Now how do I get out of here? 



TrembUng la Nuance 

Waterfall's furnace-

how we'd heard flames D 
hollowed from water A 
beveled air, N 

whipped 

prayer flags F 
strung down a pole of earth E 

A 
: the imagined not opposite the real T 
but that each H 
trembles at other's edge 

E 
R 

my own answering yours: s constellations 

burning behind daylight. T 
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Ontology o~ Ba&ebaU 

Because it was play, the numbers seemed unreal

world's series of testimonies u judgments 

ending with headlines u pennants. 

I was linch pin, stood all around myself 

waiting for a signal, 

refracted in my own stillness, 

the diamond hard all around me 

spectators parti-colored in wind-up. 

I pitched toward the signal what seemed 

signal itself: hovering hole, 

scoreboard zero, shut out. 

Always this outside hope, like tenement 

windows over left field, the round 

blue sky, champagne froth. 

Now "It's back to you" 

u I can hear televisions turning off 

all over the country 

stadiums emptying into the streets

how we retire 

like a season or a number. 



Our sorority intact, fellow vestiges 

Ghostly cooing fills the moist dark places 

Petting works wonders on ruined days 

Milestones in the loss of mutual steem 

Bite the tip off the baguette for her 

The umbrellas, silent black mushrooms 

Drifting through streets away from the river 

They're cheap, everyone has one who wants one 

A city destiny, even to leave the city 

Already a nocturne by the streaked window 

People want endings, smoking sadly forever 

Lap up monologues couched in corners 

Astral movies eventually repeat themselves 

As long as we repeat ourselves 

Come, come, who else will there ever be 

These allergens and consanguinity 

If you want to take up space and green 

If we skip before and crave later 

No one disagrees about strain 

Circling in an eddy for the time being 
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The Odor o~ Birdbath& 
fror Hant>Arp 

After the minnow coughs up a cavernous shell 

Constellations relax their grip on green skies 

Before long winged ants will snub couturiers 

The suitors repair their spongy shields with pink icing 

Shrink steamer trunks to fit into a tooth filling 

Early coteries of shredded coconut and stone 

Orbiting one of the many new moons in a jalopy 

The trunk shows no trace of the kidnaped skyscraper 

Purchased to shield waking sponges from the odor of birdbaths 

Hotels chew their cud in the night sun of a singular laundrymat 

The coconut fell or rose without losing a drop of perfume 
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Of water or crazy rock scrawls. Here everything blends, 

Shadows resemble containers, and threads are often mistaken 

For roadways that on closer approach turn out to be the bends 

Of canyons from whose foam bath further noises awaken, 

The blare of car jams, factory ramps, shopping centers thick 

With nervous crowds of buyers and inspectors until a trick 

Of light shrinks all to lightbulb size. A god in a mask 

Steps out of the smoke and sets off riding with his twin 

On a cloud made of what they turn back into when they ask 

For a quick drink, a bunch of alphabet blocks taken from a bin 

And scattered across the rug. In a hammock to watch a palm 

Turn reddish in dusk light becomes a way to define the calm 

Authority of major storm systems. As if sound were flame 

The tune feeds on the notes that vanish in being sounded 

And in turn is consumed by the air into which its name 

Is translated simply by causing a word to be surrounded 

By silences and letting the silences relax into a hedge 

Against the wildness that flowers wherever a structure meets its edge. 



Tree o~ Name& 

Vein-in-the-trail 

Cactus 

Whale-spine 

Seam-in-the-seed 

Axis 

Tundra 

Lane-for-thunder 

Basin 

Loop-slap 

Knot -knits-core 

Table-rock 

Stem 

Root-drags-twine 

Thorn-shoulder 

Gap-hoot 

Herd-of-yodels 

Winged-thicket 

Bundle 

String-hung-with-ditches 

Fringe-that-hums 

Furrow 

9 



fire-in-the-hand 

Tongue-forest 

Sky-rope 

Hill-hanging-down 

Dangling-gate 

flecked-ledge 

Chopped-up-river 

Bark-peeled-loose 

Blind-road 

flame-gone-black 

Alley-for-noise 

Ground 



The Plano~ the Work 

Of the various things that may be considered. 

Of many books, many statues, many canals. 

Of the light in runnels, and of the curious sounds 

audible at twilight. And what of the flowers, 

their shapes and origins. The colors by which they are known. 

The footpaths in the forest, their differences in kind, 

their seasonal changes; the contiguous thickets, 

their characteristic leafage and bramblework. 

Beyond these, of the forms of stones: thus, of masses, 

curves, many sorts of fragmentation, much clustering 

of unlike elements. Of their textures, numberless. 

Of the light, not in runnels alone, but on well curbs; 

:lfl bark; on crossbeams in churches, the roofs 

1aving fallen in. Such the first part. For the second, 

:he sounds made by persons of each place and kind; 

"lli1en made, and for what intended. The catalogue of gesture. 

mous ways in which a house may be entered, a stone 

::r1ed loose, a stream forded. Of the echoing of voices 

- structures made of wood; of stone; of metal. 

: ·ersities of language; determine whether there is a speech 

a-ong fish, and of what nature. Diversities of resonance; 

" 
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the sound of a bronze gong, compared to that of a bulky hom 

of brass, both heard at a great distance. A listing of sounds 

to be appended, arranged by system. To conclude 

the third part: variety of human manners, formation 

of codes, preferences for different modes of organization 

in house and field. Of the conversation to be found in cities, 

and that in towns. That, again, if any, to be found 

among brooks and streams. Of the places where rings are kept; 

lamps; documents; washcloths; farm tools; 

basketry; sandals. The hours of rising and of napping. The uses, 

if any, to which windows are put. Words generally pronounced 

when facing a wall; when turned away from a wall. 

Some words appropriate to winter, others to summer. 

In some instances, the employment of silence as a kind 

of language. Of the ways in which silence may be measured. 



Q (from Sand) 

The precision of any word or the way we use it, here, in the opposite of entry. I.e. pronouns torture us be

cause they're proxies, they're points of contact; for example rumors, spying, breeches of trust. Or here, in the 

correlative of reason, we may agree on a concept, a production of histories. We find the recent blurry. Nor 

can grammar aid their procession, the prodigious flight, the diminutive call. 
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Though they came with intention others said volition. 

They keep saying syntax but they mean money. 

They pump gas but they could just go home. 

Or the streets are washed with fervor. 

In this way things are flush. 

Their perfume carries in advance. 

Her voice was familiar. Its timbre touched a chord. 

The dialogues which we might compose wrinkle too quickly. 

Fatigue would sweep them away. 

Their core temperatures would rob them. 

They would willingly surrender. 

Some say succumb. 



As in a mood someone mentioned once in temper, in pressure 

or a skyward superstition which hangs on. 

Seasonally or, put another way, 

measured by our own need to measure; 

we are listening though reported unable. 

For sure we have voted to keep the phone from the desk. 

Thus sounds emanate or seem to emanate 

from objects which ought to be solid. 

To say that this causes worry would be overstatement. 

But the tides are stronger than usual, 

their neaps and springs energetic in a way 

that alarms those who believe nature a person. 

?erhaps we'd decide to remain away 

tf the planet were not so remote. 

::lur objects can't really deceive us. 

•s 
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The mockingbird's list carefully unwinding 
or any detail carefully unwound. 

Nor space nortime. Or the detail lacking. 

As if a life severed, or those are only photos. 

No sheet that loud, no twisted light source, 
because if you want to read you will. 
In some perfect state of denial or containment. 
The acknowledgement of tools delayed. 

Or those simple dreams where the dog jumps over the bed 
and you remember any act of love. 



Here the voice by which we mean a northerly 

prevailing by which we picture tundra gusted upon 

who ain't a place or was that a different writer 

mid-nineteenth century before the two-day warning 

before satellite reconnaissance photos. 

The prevailing voice but the vehicle, unclear and evasive, 

is stethoscopic. It's time with or without lists 

by whose function we thought perspective would be erased. 

just as the infinitive is anticipated-<lesired?-

or are we closer to a volcanic base by which we picture 

basaltic landscapes too young for trees 

heat still rising. 

They weren't heeding the hour. The prevalent basaltic voice 

pictured somehow as entwined by which self-sufficiency 

springs to mind and concealment. 

Here somehow figured. No picture is conjured. 

By which place is meant to be released 

which could mean voiced or would that be the opposite? 

Here no one would expect a reason meaning there is none. 

Or would that be just a trope of closure? 

'7 
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The aroma they wished to impose would not linger. · 

The month had changed yet again. 

The subject of heat was not appropriate 

but remained on everyone's mind. 

The demand was slack. 

The dictionary's introduction unreal. 

Sorrow is not so overwhelming. But in politics 

we settle for the way the room smells. 

A color was left as a marker. Some said crimson 

others grey. 

Or a note both missive and musical, 

a signature, both mythic and paginated. 

Content, she said, but in the sad way. 

Or was that wise and sad, a child distracted? 

Now any information must be doubted. 

The motives are too strong, but the implications seem obvious, 

a deck between island and mainland, 

gulls in tow but also flying, pictured instead. 

They had guessed at his whereabouts. Their concern 

was in their own body of knowledge. 

The lore is startling. 



From "Thee Cava tina&" 

cavatina n. llt., dim. of cavata, a separate airl 1. a short, simple solo song or melody that is usually 

part of a larger composition z. loosely, an instrumental composition of lyric quality B 
R 

Thel>e cavatinal> are improviMtiom on the poetry ob Guido Cavalcanti (J 250-1300). contem- I 
porary and briend o!J Dante Alighieri and the wbject ob much l>tudy and tranl>lation by Czra A 
Pound. Deliberately un!Jaithbul to the original~>. I mil>tran~>Lated !Jrom the Italian, a Language N 
o!J which I have. un!Jortunately, ~>everely limited knowledge. I al~>o reconbtgured the wnnetl> 

into !etten. !Jrom me to Cz. 

In the lal>t year, I have read work<'> about and by Pound and, like many who read hi m. I am at 

once in awe o!J hil> intellect, humbled by hi<'> in5luence on 2oth Century poetic~> and l>ometimel> 

alienated by hil> politic<'> and prejudice!>. But I'm not trying to prail>e or bury him; the Czra o!J 

the~>e poem~> i l> purely an invention o!J mine, a l>ubjective and idiol>yncratic !Jigure o!J my own 

imagining. one made new. 

CAVATINA V 

Now glean this silly world view-your facade of valor. For 

who would dare accuse you while you were in that fiery 

and paranoid state of mind cut off from humane contacts? 

Eventually, in the show of apologies-an era which you 

made your servant- you became suspicious and sick and 

stole away in dread. In me are the senses removed, in part 

fi lled with trembling people, your cry of classicism. When 

you lived, all was piety and you said to me, I know 

servants who don't give me separate quarters. 
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CAVATINA VI 

Plenty for the mind and the anima. The brigands of spirit 
normally attached. A less indulgent color-a discontinued 
eye, puffy and tired. Look, this grand bravery you wanted 
to send-" of my dual and convenient death, by this bella 
donna, I reenter in vulgar erudition,"-doesn't come 
collecting with the fury of life. Made of petrified wood or 
iron or lead, this door closed on my hand. I would have 
liked you to have become. 

CAVATINA XIX 

Tired novel and nervous ode! Cat piss and porcupines! 
So that the Goodmans of the world will tremble in porous 
and total Florentine gloss. The rest is dross. A stinking 
bird of prey remains on your shoulders. If your high 
blood had been discarded, would the vanity have returned 
you to your senses? A wonderful sight, rolled in shame. 
For this putrid animal splitting your seams, have patience 
when you run. 

CAVATINA XX 

Confounder of creeping romantics in your battle fettered 
by vision. All becomes so many languages and so many 
places: Navarre, the actual sun, Ravenna, Aragon, 
Aquataine and all that representation knows. Come forth 

20 full of validation. Said so to my broken soul: this is no 
life. For the eye of your battle, for the rupes in your 
pockets, your feign of confusion to save your neck, your 
eminence, you strut and stutter across my mind. 
Whatever seminal invention you choose to forment, ca\1 
me into the fold without pity. 



An imperative 

Show me instant crease of sun 

Distinguish cloth from sea 

Perceive absence 

In a dream I protected you from spite 

so you would live, too. 

Stir up import again for the first time 

Give me not your hand 

Render here our song opposing 

Recall desert amidst fountains 

Seek the limit of your longing 

Leave me here as if I know you 

as I if oranges and lemons were free 

as if we could endure 
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What &haU we do 

Shall we ascribe meaning in overlay, 

with golden leaf? Or, instead, 

like the cloisters of Fiesole, 

with birds and umbrella pine 

mark each day with sunlight. 

Each hour, again, held sacred 

and again, shall we locate 

a peaceful wind enclosing mountain 

to mountain. 

Shall we recognize the moon. 



We are going 
(aMer Zukob61cy) 

marigold you must know a way 

keep-up the infrequency' of thinking 

the ease down in comfort 

dogs are they thirsty ride faint-spray 

away to Kore's slip-joint seed, what dim

wit jars at slant smiles for baby talk tie 

knot upon knot for consequence's' sake 

ill-l~trious holiness 

kale eaten after a large meal 

canned or not. sings out to shades blackened 

thus: no blood where I sit 

no right wrapped warm brought round nightly) 

do you not sing sweet again for 

kin sake "scan any horizon, my boy," 

godhead or not void distances swoon and come i

n urley measure midday• 

scented of dispirited stone/wood/ 

leaves dropping while yellow is soft 

faint-teeth tones mocking you 

warning who, I. C. so that we' may to 

day despair hushed reduction6 respond to

rayflower! small sight across tender palm! ... 

night take me with a seed from flowers ripened 

closing not forever love 

1. frequencies of light. 

others that may be heard 

2. straining at sense-

you the consequence 

J. sweetmilk 

4. the figure shining thru the measure 

s. so that we may think in our time 

6. so black (together we hush a response) between 

23 



th' light' 'pon crooked wall my love 

gates more gates rising beyond any 

path any unclouded8 

you might say idea trust what's 

lacking when dusk breaths cross oceans 

chair-days my Marigold are waiting in 

shadow longing across dirt roads chiffon 

marshes on the way to you hail 

kingcup's delicate movements among 

cowslip and blade (of life?) 

maybe• were the drip of blue the 

blob of mother spreading out and over 

goo I of father knowing and not knowing 

beloved old street•• and more than this sweet 

marsh of resolve remembered oh! 

marigold reduce your beauty 

no daughter of mine has 

sought salt or stone yet dances with 

happiness missing your pale gaze your stem" 

lives my sisters stewing in content not 

healed not seeingu this horizon touched by you 

7. It is light. Circles 

8. a love's unclouding it 

9· Wondering at the meaning 

I tum at last 

Perhaps 

10. I walk in the old street 

to hear the beloved songs 

afreash 

n. we are going 

12. it is hard to see but think of a sea 
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Ngoh 

A table of tones or inflections is given 

the Ngoh goes from bang to bottom for 

some solidities or a lake at vacating 

depths of god own 

heights of Ngoh a monolith in place 

no I didn't read this, 

it was a canal in Kitaj 

a Euphrates in Hadis, S.D. 

A lecture on freedom pacing floor as Blake 

in the canal, as good as it being so dark I 

turn off the darkening route 

don't know how to fascinate 

unveil realer Tel Avivs of the Ngoh 

Perhaps this is my only vice 

he sang at noon 

There is a Westerner in the house at my left 

Ngoh a Southerner in my neck 

a fishing for capsules in effect, a weave through salt flats in greenpoint 

fonnerly known as Our Lady of the Snows when treats were imbibed 

~olly ~or all and no one to decline 

Simply toned and built gone The Bone Field in envy 

a freighter called Hanjin roaped to Oakland 

the next President 

Arc-en-Ciel 

a plastic purple brush from Bang to Ankle 
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Song 

The wastes of winter 

in blue volumes of cigarette smoke, 

. February's glare off snow. Isn't there a radio playing 

somewhere in this cold? 

"See the pyramids along the Nile ... • 

Mother puts out her cigarette, 

a final breath of smoke, 

rearranges her robe and dials the phone. 
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Storm 

Overhead thunder 

lilac purple rain 

salt sweats 

in its shaker 

and a daddy longlegs 

skates before 

the tub's rising water. 

Prose eats up the hours. 

I can see my father in me, 

few alive to recognize 

his ghost in gesture. 

He is in my face too, 

but I cannot see him there 

the razor taking stubble 

away reveals not a hint. 

Thunder from 

all corners, 

tea whistle. 

This isn't a movie 

no revelation 

at the crack of an ax 

just drumming rain. 



la&t Night 

It's the end of August 

and the ferns are rusty. 

A sick leaf lands 

splat on the car window. 

Paul, Siri and Sophie 

left late this afternoon: 

Russell and Chase drove home 

this morning. Last night 

we drank eight bottles of wine 

and half a bottle 

of Armangac while talking 

unceasingly of affection, 

old friends together after 

many months apart. Alone, 

cheerful crickets attend me 

and the puppies make mock 

war at my feet. I start this, 

·There are days friendship ... • 

as if winding up for the big 

sentiment, but last night our 

hearts were simpler than that. 

29 
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Dot Da&h l.J.~e 

And if this is consciousness, this is life 

merely a mechanical dream 

Can the thinking universe be only this 

ineluctable absence of machines who think? 

An actor sets a prop on a table 

for a moment in the hurricane's eye 

Have you ever noted 

How thought is a distraction inside myths, how we are 

Deep Blue searching for a move 

down under the ocean of permutations 

A sea fan opens and closes, sexual glaze 

of an eye looking, scouring on its stalk 

some ripe illusion of choice 
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Voyage to japan 

Voyage northeast the mortar pluck 

Retaining each its structural 

Whom thought disclosed snowed on 

The robe of desire 

First according 

To Beauty's almond-eyed 

Therefore are we turtles 

Tumbling to the middle sphere 

Kicked 

Released into a nothingness 

Around their respective clovers 

Rehearse awhile your song 

Architecture comes to soften the shift 

On the strength of a slight centrifugality 

Winds itself 

Enough fingers but no real hands 

Stolid as hay 

Quick-rising these silvering Vermonts and Connecticuts 

To be and be suspended 

This would seem to indemnify the peaks 

All contraries even adaptive 

Hope's coleratura has bleared and won 

Roiling the com field 

And the thousand water lights of Japan 
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ALarm 

You're funny as an ocean, as meaningless as 

"the effect a symbol for the cause". 

The red tree makes a motion. 

No brown boat answers. 

No yellow distance screams its way to orange. 

A silver device was being born. 

The past tense was black 

so green had a nowhere in which to be seen. 

It was a core (nauseated by almost) 

the fence I never finished 

become water to finish it for me. 

I was suffering from a fragrance of fear, 

a fear of fragments, dancing out 

the compendium on my back, a colour swirl 

heavy with boundary less deer 

scratched into sardine by society 

and the difference between its claws and slippers

the tree in which elves crowd into elevators 

seems large and quite resilient 

until it seems new and improved and breaks 

and we are one down there 

where elevators run early to run late 

and yet somehow we pass for adults 
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The end ot Typing 

The dictionary is closer to the heart than the alphabet. 

Molecules are more basic than atoms. The door of self, 

the inner world, is an afterdinner mint. We go 

our separate ways, or meet in the vomitorium 

where the movie's run backwards 

to prove the yogurt of chronology 

and all the cars in the tarpits 

that feel like they're winning the race 

as an airplane circles around violence 

and plunges into its bowels to do so. 

Then a breeze rips the dictionary apart 

as if words are more fragile than letters, 

as if letters are the kind of rocks 

Plato throws at you and words snowballs 

trapped in the arctic circle of this mortal coil. 

Global warming is more of a threat than a presence 

(but we live in threats like stocks). 

The only letters words break into is I and you. 

There aren't too many words one can make of that

just a lot of ambivalent moans (Make 'em speak anguish). 

The bee might sting us to become a bus 

but we take the el to our hotel 

and it's hot as a fragile flower 

bought as a birthday present for a singer 

whose stomach is full of cake 

whose letters are full of words 

and whose body is the song floor 

through which the notes and words fall like stocks 

taking the room with them into the heart's red words 

that add-up to the unread letter, the A you get 

for accident, the E for effort, the I for Identity, 

flashy as an alphabet made of lashes and eyes 

And if I call you you, it's because I fail 

33 
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to give my elf an S rather than giving you 

the U you give yourself though the anarchic sex-strike 

you star in remains incomplete enough to 

pull the wool over the eyes of global warming. 



experiment& in Light 

concrete rectangles 

construct a condition 

a hill of windows 

sparkles then returns to darkness 

the corona of the sun 

weaves color into structure 

a coil of yarn 

sliding in the hand 

heat that weaves the word 

blotches of color 

and a few theories about 

- the prompting of being 

experiments in light 

cracking under a lead sun 

the structure of color 

bursts on the retina and is gone 
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Sugar Dome 

in the design 

which is produced 

various sugar media 

with a focal 

line real or 

that they form 

the filigree butterfly 

of the elements 

the whole picture 

having recognized that 

basic geometric shapes 

reflect some harshness 

angular shapes are 

motion and restlessness 

the basic rectangular 

placed diagonally it 

will reveal that 

height is unacceptable 



Betore Thought Pa&&e& 

day drawn from the same well 

bucket of skywater 

born of rhyme and flame 

the cloud6 will bury you 

staring at the extremities 

a residue of meanings 

small fires waving 

from the edge of sight 

the story crosses 

itself out in the telling 

circles of exposure 

circles of disappearance 

the day your breath 

wa6 not your own 

the body torn 

from the bindings of a book 

and scattered 

across an open field 
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Up&ide Down Heart 

following my fingers 

in and out of 

a blue flame 

threshold of being 

something else 

hair twisting into vapour houses 

the skull reduced 

to a smoldering stone 

silent wordslide 

(a kind of seeing) 

images of the things themselves 

constructed from tiny doors 

in language 

that open and close 

open and close 



lLa&t Wave 

at home all the stains wear faces 

to walk with multiples 

face fallen look-a-likes 

circling your prints 

dissolve at daybreak 

divided vision 

across what becomes you 

steps into identity 

(the missing pieces) 

a mechanical door opens 

for a moment a mother 

sees her daughter 

lost at birth 

I am thinking of you 

in another language 

the riddle remains 

on her lips 

pale flame 

facing the wall 

in retrospect 

the present has retreated 

blinded by the future 

(walkaway 

and lose your number) 

a small stone 

grows hands and feet 

this darkness 

from which you were seized 
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a road leading 

out of itself like a book 

old bones under earth 

the murmur of pebbles 

in a silent wall 

breath upon the days that pass 

tired bodies 

numberless now 

dozing in the crook of a letter 

you dream a man in a dark suit 

standing over you ageless 

pointing to a string 

pick it up 

and you're walking 

toward the museum of cards 

down corridors of ankle-length water 

through familiar rooms of frozen emotions 

and life-size replicas 

floating past in the flood 



Indicative o~ the Per~ect 

Usually having had the words to begin, a sentence presents itself to the page, thus what's was. Split in the in-

stance, syntaxing tense. The wish kept in the space where writing and words, a collision. I elide. Words which J 

act existence, they abstract, they divide and decide, the remember. Meaning taxed as unknowing. where one's 0 
funds go towards supporting the class over the value the check accompanies. N 

Having had them but not singing, or then, sinning in the pattern of spit out. Is God's entrance, the argument 

could swing around redundant yet plausible questions. And what's been coerced? Or the way of thinking how 

a subject pushes itself into those letters, designed lines. The art of what's dished. Dusted across the space that 

grants itself, where, to the extent, incipient, I am sent. 

Been a question of creation. How every moment one continues. Or traffic. Two silences in forward motion 

are pocketed in space, locked into moving as what we mean. We mean the ball as it rolls, the images which 

have gathered previous to this. Abstraction which acts for the language, an example of painting, or rain. 

Invokes a tense in which nature acts as a signified receptacle, neither. 

But how to void or rid the spectacle, the spigot of sparkle. Darkness iterates. And the repeating reptile always 

carries itself as a symbol, where the return is to sin, what one's in. Having had the initial of the inner, the ques

tion tuned itself to the pitch of the world and objects: leaves, easels, and riffs. Were they of the same small 

type, the seamless extension of surfaces into furrowed quantity? 

''The Ieavell a6ked the TiUU6 to take them to the ea6el6' uor lunch. All ate mu6iC, litted through 

6pace and into vi6ual repre6entation." 

Found the location a business of pure connecting, each wagged the other's tally, for the purpose of attention 

is the purity of intending identity. Theirs had never been in the position of being compared, they invented a 

situation for all of, and each of, them. 
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So They Say 

Thinking jerusalem's terror against a stiff, wet wind, early 

March till caught in tall, brunette gaze and world's tumble 

into a common grace of ruins at corner of another age 

old answer and now returns to deserted motels, last days 

of legendary bars, and everywhere the fungus glow 

holding in thrall here it was. Then suddenly passing 

stillness into foliations of eyes, extensions of limbs along 

vortex of unleashed patterns of wind and sky. Is that the face 

of anyhow nothing personal intended but the constant 

wreckage congealed in random people reading money 

across the equinotic sky like a finger 

anaesthetized upon a billion minds? Kissing it off 

for the simple thought of America's floating 

shores, what the hell is a cobble, anyway, after eleven 

years in Buffalo, impossible commensuration always 

just beyond your home town, not to mention Stein's 

country, twitching like a wired frog's leg or the refracted 

light around the riveted wing of cinderella each of us harbours, 

an entry dazzling suddenly in unexpected dance of talking 

in the solarium. How can I remember the random elevation 

of scullery maids when falling behind otherwise words 

4 2 from the carpet of clouds, time that canary clime 

we rarely come to on the unshored shore of an approaching 

sea, watching from the norther. extension of a heart 

tenderized by love's mallet, syntax beckons, past how do you 

say the expected lame greeting dictated in an after stitched 

together beyond these hobbled walls of grounds and terrors 
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Heaven 

The bleat the bark belLow and roar 

Are wave6 that beat on heaven'6 6hore. 

-WILLIAM BLAK£ 

If you rate it on the basis of pure 

liquidity, light no doubt takes 

cake given matter and all that 

business, though Saturday's Globe 

carries quantum news of effects 

at distances and speeds beyond even 

light's former limits and passing 

through obstacles as only 

numbers can, leaves no bounds 

then to tie us down to that back 

to back business, no explanation 

other than twin star action 

jack saw in Dogon's Sirius stuff 

dark twin still being writ here 

where he witnessed the boat 

go over, later managed to get 

right side up in this local 

directional pocket we call home, 

that too elsewhere's news by piled rock 

pit for fire (glaciers so close 

water still smells of them, scaring off 

casual swimmers from the 

south) gesture of stones at night 

feeding at edge of flickering light-

maybe that's what they meant by 

"heaven", light's name whispered 

voice of water and stone 



Poem 
a~ter V Huidobro 

Colonize the pain with your voice 

Sea baby in a saucy universe 

The man at the door is 

the mother flute of six fingers 

Pay good attention to my heart 

with your little lantern 

Miserable dying father 

like a tree climbing eternity 

I say that you are beautiful 

as a room in a western hotel 

Like this, your dress is elegant 

and your heart prickly 

You search for the latchcord and the cruel violin 

As usual you adore my ciphers 

I am learning Russian like a good tourist 

You are mesmerized by the look of the artists 

I hate winter drab, the last V of birds, as 

You, a small star, turn toward the obvious marvelous 

I have patience and the hummingbird 

I light the fire for a voyage with no return 

Where the rogue gentleman is strange 

the night is precise 

The head climbs 

The balloon crawls 

The paper moon above stretches and shimmers 

Searching for words that think only of sky. 
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In Country (no. g) 
hor jenniher 

Sink into skin beads F 
of balls metalled by R 
sweat stains the noose jumped A 
into hung by the sun N 

Vodka fever air K 
force brides & the shoes 

i loveu in& s 
out of more when H 

fingers can't rubdown E 
stone dancers above 

R 
below glass callouses 

L 
Everytime water 

0 hits so hot in morning 

solo w/ soaptime. c 
K 
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ln Country (no.4) 
~or jenni~er 

Gourmet gourmet gone 

for the day static 

from a cattleprod 

caught up in lingo 

Burns beyond pen & 

pencil to new vi be 

in morning after 

all heat is our friend 

Palm in my palm means 

one chance to upset 

a wire in your head 

That sun doesn't touch 

could be some sparkle 

or shrapnel in street. 



urom Buttering Hedge: the &ingie& 

onto yr brown 

new world back B 
curve to the glass R 

furan furans the global E 
office park T 
I skip T 

take the monkeybars 

E 
peri mas fina v 
mule-acre my pret A 

ty dirty prayer-
N 

pocket jeans s 
prettyplease 

very end me 

to Iii furane flaneur 

from the barking doll 

re vinyl ester tensile strength 

cc goddess hole you crawled out of 
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if I cant have you grave 

hat's heavy 

IEEE 

'sa so 

ciety encrypting 

me pass 

into a brass tan of six 

teen white horses 

digging the combo of Come On 

Eileen fi the evil 

library on the second 

floor 

Monday I've got Friday 

on my mind plus 

these roses anvil my 

what passed for 

last night's dream 

just struck oil on Mars 

heaving sheets into the sky 

where we used to run the dog 

stolen roman candy 

kites made of icing 

United Engineering Center 

cant bring 

my baby back to me 

fillet radii at the end of the shank 

whole world cant give me room 



six flags over Assville 

twas kicky just a few days 

ago on that bus 

to an outdoor festival of the Low Mistress 

and colored coal and coke and white 

crayons for those 

who rode with me, it's not them 

now going out of my skin 

this tree 

the wrenches cant hide in any 

more. 

high envy 

when you spill 

the girl beans 

when the games of the hurricane put a sum 

mer waltz in the tango 

in you 

but a moon remove 

I trucked her feed water heater 

as you easy shake the shy 

Bryant Park creche 

au lait 
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Routine 

Again you discover 

the role of pleasure s 
and punishment p 
working side by side E 

N 
You stumble c 
in precarious complaint E 

R 
You command attention 

of perfect paradox s 
in my eyes 

E 
L You promote value 

B that stops all credit 

at the moment of orgasm 
y 

Makes me laugh 

when articles of clothing 

reveal a myth of nakedness 

One part anecdote 

and the other a nightclub 

filled with violent surprise 

Up there on the stage 

origins shoot from my head 

just like always 

your body is burning 

like a judge 

so just like all my answers 

hit the ceiling at once 



Routine 
bor L F 

Under the wrist of words 

you keep reaching for 

that gorgeous rock 

somewhere back of memory. 

Step by step the voice 

you wield upon 

circumstance developed 

in the name of love. 

Circle cross and city with 

the no-limit flesh. 

Neither anthem nor emblem 

on a platform occupied 

once too often by 

required reading. 

Countless remnants 

put down so you can 

question where questions 

have yet to enter, 

drift through intricate 

loops and corners 

to spy nakedness. 

Awaken time's illness 

breathing space under light 

turning back to believe 

a speaker whose secrets 

are found in all of us. 

This dream is a dream 

out of season by the one 



who celebrates our first 

true dialogue with the wind. 

This life is an interface 

between tower and abyss, 

between streets of absence 

and stranded cars whose motors 

have ceased to move anything 

by force alone. 

From rays that sting 

in misplaced evidence. 

From details piling up 

to a single clear flash of 

enlightenment happening 

above and beyond the call 

of everything we know 

and think we care about. 

To keep on going is 

an attitude like 

each word carries in 

continuous reaching 

toward its full potential. 

To keep on going is 

a blessing if 

I'm fortunate as you. 



fi:r&t Pa&trora! 

Picture if you will a Pageant on a hill 

and picture then with us a Boy 

who's on his stool a blackened fool 

and the Panel pulls off his palm 

Yes removes his dress of time-balmy silk 

removes his face and boy brassiere 

Lies him on runway and laughs with Living Slats 

while just yesternight he had cum in a lily cup 

all on his own, and the Panel say, ·ralk .. . 

Cunning Macaque!" and the lily cup 

in Boy's silent folly was zoney white bologna 

Imagine if you will a Pageant on a hill 

and picture if you please a Boy 

who was built 

to be sat upon a stilt 

and redden the Panel's joy 

But high above the Pageant a Noxious Squall 

Whore Frosh in overall 

squats down burns the Pageant Hall 

with a yellow Bic 

Bird flies from flame to the Extreme 

Occident of Desire to unfurl all 
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urom The Coamic Ranger& 

PHYLUM 

It is no vast luxury to contemplate the qualities of life and death, of this world and the one behind it, all that surrounds 

and that which permeates. as the philosophers once did .. . Consider the opulence of our t ime. 

Neon voluptuosities raised heavenward. Phosphor pink chandeliers hang above a tortured and exploding Polis. Dark 

sweat and sex oil oozes from every crevice. Eerie stillnesses. Sunless empire, clothed in indeterminate glow of textures. 

Twisting minarets of silken metals. Gluttonous palaces raised above a tortured imploding zoo-above a numbed popu

lace. Inundated with pleasurous excitants; increasingly violent (as ease dulls ardor) that necessary brutal increase of 

mindless exercise . . . with ruthlessness, like a guilt . . . grinding away the hours and years .. . There are no luxuries ... 

Now that it is all attainable. 

When TransmuDream Technology in a burst became so widely available. Plunged into a solipsic dream. With so much 

spare time. Our blazing science. Transmutation at whim-first the organic, then the inorganic- ·Do it up" "Live out your 

L private dreams". Now that it's all available-There's hardly anyone left alive not at liberty to indulge their primitive free-

U dom of flesh, worth mentioning. Like succeeding in a beautiful dream, our Sponsor need but reach out a hand for im-

0 mediate personal gratification-sauntering down pink alleyways-yawning primeval form, fleshtoned eternal vistas. 

V mutated elements. nuclear concavities. poison explosions. Big Bangs. No one was prepared for these images-The smells, 

c 
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the throbbing sight in the stomach. tears-No one could've been. At neon whim, for which horror is too small a word. No 

one was prepared for TransmuDream. No one was prepared for neon whim. For which war is too small a word. 

Gluttonous palaces raised at every voluptuous hot neon whim. A gang of Neros constellate the failing Earth. Failing 

Nature. Perverse indulgences of a numbed populace. Necessary increasing violence (to extricate their sensation). Demos 

of billions exploding into voluptuous palaces. terrible at hard numb gluttonous whim. Painfully bright colors. It was no 

luxury to consider life and death. Dream people running, fleeing, imploding in phosphorous whims. It was no luxury to 

consider anything. En masse for identical joy. 

To such use put our New Age. An exploded generation. All of History folded in before their eyes. At gluttonous whim, 

inundated with satisfaction. increasingly perverse-self-hatred's pitch-exceed War of the Roses-Borodino-Little 

Round Top-In a burst ofTransmuDream whim, kings were made of the most manipulative minds, living out their pri

vate dreams. When dream technology became universal right. Black castles collapsing rotten sand from great heights. 

above a tortured forest. The most disembodied minds were trying to preserve selfish civilizations. For which war is too 

54 small a word. Nature failing-insupportable foundations of idea ... It's all available . .. phosphorous craters . . . Eerie 

stillnesses. Shadows burned into the Dream. Demos sauntering into painful alleyways, like a distension of the will, be

fore their eyes. Paunch-bellied martinets raping entire paramilitary nations. stupidities. numb populaces of imaginary 

nations. insane ranks and angelic retainers; self-importance and sick pomp; streaming palaces bulbous from the gross 

quantities. increasing violence . .. 



It's no luxury like a left hand and a right, expressive forest of the human face, embers of unchanging ruby-your true 

heart's intention-wallowing strife to further its ends-so awful and absolute-your nature reflects it, mirror, man, 

wound of beauty; tyer of sands, orchestration of will ... 

An obligation is something we are born into. It's no luxury this economy of quick blood that arranges between stark 

tyrants of a lunar landscape, the gods, who dwell like functions inside, knowing the source of mind in themselves-with 

their warring and mischief organize our fates in the Dream. Then-A hero, perhaps a favorite of the night, even heralded 

by the moon, could of necessity ponder tenderly life and death. And rise between root and sun the madness of desire. 

In the field where new aches and smiles are tested; a selfless self-serving field; developing opposites to continue this sym

pathetic movement-How open does your mind have to be to call this bliss pleasurous? 

How many times does the bubblegum star explode and contract and writhe lewdly alone in oblivion before we our

selves _create those who also improve us adequately? 
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